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Overview
• Focus: Basic Information Retaining Blocks


• Architecture: Sequential Circuit


• Textbook v4: Ch5 5.3, 5.4; v5: Ch4 4.2 4.3


• Core Ideas:


1. Latches and Flip-Flops (with Direct Input)


2. Sequential Circuit Analysis



Combinational Logic Circuit 
Design

• Design Principles


• Knows: fixed-Length input and output


• Knows: input/output mapping relations


• Optimisation: Minimise overall delay
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Combinational Logic Circuit 
Design

• Cannot handle variable length input


• Cannot store information


• Cannot perform multi-step tasks
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1. Storage Elements 
circuits that can store binary information


2. State  
partial results, instructions, etc.


3. Synchronous Sequential Circuit 
Signals arrive at discrete instants of time, 
outputs at next time step


4. Asynchronous Sequential Circuit  
Signals arrive at any instant of time, 
outputs when ready
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3. Synchronous Sequential Circuit  
Signals arrive at discrete instants of time, 
outputs at next time step


• Has Clock


4. Asynchronous Sequential Circuit  
Signals arrive at any instant of time, 
outputs when ready


• May not have Clock
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200          CHAPTER 4 /  SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

the clock pulses are applied with other signals that specify the required change in the 
storage elements. The outputs of storage elements can change their value only in the 
presence of clock pulses. Synchronous sequential circuits that use clock pulses as 
inputs for storage elements are called clocked sequential circuits. These are the types 
of circuits most frequently encountered in practice, since they operate correctly in 
spite of wide differences in circuit delays and are relatively easy to design.

The storage elements used in the simplest form of clocked sequential circuits 
are called  flip-  flops. For simplicity, assume circuits with a single clock signal. A 
 flip-  flop is a binary storage device capable of storing one bit of information and hav-
ing timing characteristics to be defined in Section 4-9. The block diagram of a syn-
chronous clocked sequential circuit is shown in Figure 4-3. The  flip-  flops receive their 
inputs from the combinational circuit and also from a clock signal with pulses that 
occur at fixed intervals of time, as shown in the timing diagram. The  flip-  flops can 
change state only in response to a clock pulse. For a synchronous operation, when a 
clock pulse is absent, the  flip-  flop outputs cannot change even if the outputs of the 
combinational circuit driving their inputs change in value. Thus, the feedback loops 
shown in the figure between the combinational logic and the  flip-  flops are broken. 
As a result, a transition from one state to the other occurs only at fixed time intervals 
dictated by the clock pulses, giving synchronous operation. The sequential circuit 
outputs are shown as outputs of the combinational circuit. This is valid even when 
some sequential circuit outputs are actually the  flip-  flop outputs. In this case, the 
combinational circuit part between the  flip-  flop outputs and the sequential circuit 
outputs consists of connections only.

A  flip-  flop has one or two outputs, one for the normal value of the bit stored 
and an optional one for the complemented value of the bit stored. Binary informa-
tion can enter a  flip-  flop in a variety of ways, a fact that gives rise to different types of 
 flip-  flops. Our focus will be on the most prevalent type used today, the D  flip-  flop. 
Other  flip-  flop types, such as the JK and T  flip-  flops, are described in the online mate-
rial available at the Companion Website. In preparation for studying  flip-  flops and 
their operation, necessary groundwork is presented in the next section on latches, 
from which the  flip-  flops are constructed.

(b) Timing diagram of clock pulses 

(a) Block diagram

Inputs Combinational
circuit

Clock pulses

Outputs

Flip-flops

 FIGURE 4-3
Synchronous Clocked Sequential Circuit
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�  Latches, D Latches, D Flip-FlopsSR



!  Latch with Control InputSR

• Implemented using �  latches


• �  acts as an enabler; otherwise the entire circuit functions as an �  latch 
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the NAND latch requires a 0 signal to change its state, it is referred to as an S  R latch. 
The bar above the letters designates the fact that the inputs must be in their comple-
ment form in order to act upon the circuit state.

The operation of the basic NOR and NAND latches can be modified by pro-
viding an additional control input that determines when the state of the latch can be 
changed. An SR latch with a control input is shown in Figure 4-7. It consists of the 
basic NAND latch and two additional NAND gates. The control input C acts as an 
enable signal for the other two inputs. The output of the NAND gates stays at the 
 logic-  1 level as long as the control input remains at 0. This is the quiescent condition 
for the S  R latch composed of two NAND gates. When the control input goes to 1, 
information from the S and R inputs is allowed to affect the S  R latch. The set state is 
reached with S = 1,  R = 0, and C = 1. To change to the reset state, the inputs must 
be S = 0,  R = 1, and C = 1. In either case, when C returns to 0, the circuit remains 
in its current state. Control input C = 0 disables the circuit so that the state of the 
output does not change, regardless of the values of S and R. Moreover, when C = 1 
and both the S and R inputs are equal to 0, the state of the circuit does not change. 
These conditions are listed in the function table accompanying the diagram.

An undefined state occurs when all three inputs are equal to 1. This condition 
places 0s on both inputs of the basic S  R latch, giving an undefined state. When the 
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Q
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 FIGURE 4-6
S  R Latch with NAND Gates

(a) Logic diagram (b) Function table
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 FIGURE 4-7
SR Latch with Control Input
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!  LatchD

• Implemented using �  latches


• � : Signals changes to the stored states; �  the value to change to
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control input goes back to 0, one cannot conclusively determine the next state, since 
the S  R latch sees inputs (0, 0) followed by (1, 1). The SR latch with control input is 
an important circuit, because other latches and  flip-  flops are constructed from it. 
Sometimes the SR latch with control input is referred to as an SR (or RS)  flip-  flop—
however, according to our terminology, it does not qualify as a  flip-  flop, since the 
circuit does not fulfill the  flip-  flop requirements presented in the next section.

D Latch

One way to eliminate the undesirable undefined state in the SR latch is to ensure 
that inputs S and R are never equal to 1 at the same time. This is done in the D latch, 
shown in Figure 4-8. This latch has only two inputs: D (data) and C (control). The 
complement of the D input goes directly to the S input, and D is applied to the R in-
put. As long as the control input is 0, the S  R latch has both inputs at the 1 level, and 
the circuit cannot change state regardless of the value of D. The D input is sampled 
when C = 1. If D is 1, the Q output goes to 1, placing the circuit in the set state. If D 
is 0, output Q goes to 0, placing the circuit in the reset state.

The D latch receives its designation from its ability to hold data in its internal stor-
age. The binary information present at the data input of the D latch is transferred to the 
Q output when the control input is enabled (1). The output follows changes in the data 
input, as long as the control input is enabled. When the control input is disabled (0), the 
binary information that was present at the data input at the time the transition in C 
occurred is retained at the Q output until the control input C is enabled again.

4-3  FLIP-  FLOPS

A change in value on the control input allows the state of a latch in a  flip-  flop to 
switch. This change is called a trigger, and it enables, or triggers, the  flip-  flop. The D 

(b) Function table
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(a) Logic diagram
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 FIGURE 4-8
D Latch
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Flip-Flops

• Latches are Transparent 
input can be seen from outputs while control pulse is 1


• Flip-Flops are not Transparent 
Output state changes require changes of control signal
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!  Master-Slave Flip-FlopSR

• Constructed using �  latches, left Master, right Slave


• Output state changes require �  -> �  -> �  (Positive Pulse)

SR
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master–slave triggering approach, since a properly constructed D flip-flop has the
same behavior for both triggering types. 

Master–Slave Flip-Flops

The master–slave SR flip-flop, consisting of two latches and an inverter, is shown
in Figure 9. The symbol with S, C, and R on it is for the SR latch with a control
input (Figure 7), referred to here as a clocked SR latch. The left clocked SR latch
in Figure 9 is called the master, the right the slave. When the clock input C is 0,
the output of the inverter is 1. The slave latch is then enabled, and its output Q is
equal to the master output Y. The master latch is disabled, because C is 0. When a
logic-1 clock pulse is applied, the values on S and R control the value stored in the
master latch Y. The slave, however, is disabled as long as the pulse remains at the 1
level, because its C input is equal to 0. Any changes in the external S and R inputs
change the master output Y, but cannot affect the slave output Q. When the pulse
returns to 0, the master is disabled and is isolated from the S and R inputs. At the
same time, the slave is enabled, and the current value of Y is transferred to the
output of the flip-flop at Q.   

A ModelSim logic simulation illustrating master–slave flip-flop SR behavior is
shown in Figure 10. Initially, all values are unknown including the clock C. When S
and R both go to 0, and the clock goes from 1 to 0, the output of the master, Y, and
of the slave, Q, both remain unknown, since the prior value is effectively being
stored. S is at 1 with R at 0 to set the flip-flop in response to the next clock pulse.
When C becomes 1, Y sets to 1. When C becomes 0, the slave copies the value of Y,
setting Q to 1. After S returns to 0, Y and Q remain unchanged, storing the 1 value
through the next clock period. Next, R becomes 1. After the clock-pulse transition
from 0 to 1, the master latch is reset, with Y changing to 0. The slave latch is not
affected, because its C input is 0. Since the master is an internal circuit, its change of
state is not presented at output Q. Even if the inputs S and R change during this
interval and the state of the master latch responds by changing, the output of the
flip-flop remains in its previous state. When the pulse returns to 0, the information
from the master is allowed to pass through to the slave. For the simulation exam-
ple, the value Y = 0 is copied to the slave latch, making the external output Q ! 0.
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FIGURE 9
SR Master–Slave Flip-Flop
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• Constructed using �  latches, left Master, right Slave


• Output state changes require �  -> �  -> �  (Positive Pulse)
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master–slave triggering approach, since a properly constructed D flip-flop has the
same behavior for both triggering types. 

Master–Slave Flip-Flops

The master–slave SR flip-flop, consisting of two latches and an inverter, is shown
in Figure 9. The symbol with S, C, and R on it is for the SR latch with a control
input (Figure 7), referred to here as a clocked SR latch. The left clocked SR latch
in Figure 9 is called the master, the right the slave. When the clock input C is 0,
the output of the inverter is 1. The slave latch is then enabled, and its output Q is
equal to the master output Y. The master latch is disabled, because C is 0. When a
logic-1 clock pulse is applied, the values on S and R control the value stored in the
master latch Y. The slave, however, is disabled as long as the pulse remains at the 1
level, because its C input is equal to 0. Any changes in the external S and R inputs
change the master output Y, but cannot affect the slave output Q. When the pulse
returns to 0, the master is disabled and is isolated from the S and R inputs. At the
same time, the slave is enabled, and the current value of Y is transferred to the
output of the flip-flop at Q.   

A ModelSim logic simulation illustrating master–slave flip-flop SR behavior is
shown in Figure 10. Initially, all values are unknown including the clock C. When S
and R both go to 0, and the clock goes from 1 to 0, the output of the master, Y, and
of the slave, Q, both remain unknown, since the prior value is effectively being
stored. S is at 1 with R at 0 to set the flip-flop in response to the next clock pulse.
When C becomes 1, Y sets to 1. When C becomes 0, the slave copies the value of Y,
setting Q to 1. After S returns to 0, Y and Q remain unchanged, storing the 1 value
through the next clock period. Next, R becomes 1. After the clock-pulse transition
from 0 to 1, the master latch is reset, with Y changing to 0. The slave latch is not
affected, because its C input is 0. Since the master is an internal circuit, its change of
state is not presented at output Q. Even if the inputs S and R change during this
interval and the state of the master latch responds by changing, the output of the
flip-flop remains in its previous state. When the pulse returns to 0, the information
from the master is allowed to pass through to the slave. For the simulation exam-
ple, the value Y = 0 is copied to the slave latch, making the external output Q ! 0.
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FIGURE 9
SR Master–Slave Flip-Flop
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master–slave triggering approach, since a properly constructed D flip-flop has the
same behavior for both triggering types. 

Master–Slave Flip-Flops

The master–slave SR flip-flop, consisting of two latches and an inverter, is shown
in Figure 9. The symbol with S, C, and R on it is for the SR latch with a control
input (Figure 7), referred to here as a clocked SR latch. The left clocked SR latch
in Figure 9 is called the master, the right the slave. When the clock input C is 0,
the output of the inverter is 1. The slave latch is then enabled, and its output Q is
equal to the master output Y. The master latch is disabled, because C is 0. When a
logic-1 clock pulse is applied, the values on S and R control the value stored in the
master latch Y. The slave, however, is disabled as long as the pulse remains at the 1
level, because its C input is equal to 0. Any changes in the external S and R inputs
change the master output Y, but cannot affect the slave output Q. When the pulse
returns to 0, the master is disabled and is isolated from the S and R inputs. At the
same time, the slave is enabled, and the current value of Y is transferred to the
output of the flip-flop at Q.   

A ModelSim logic simulation illustrating master–slave flip-flop SR behavior is
shown in Figure 10. Initially, all values are unknown including the clock C. When S
and R both go to 0, and the clock goes from 1 to 0, the output of the master, Y, and
of the slave, Q, both remain unknown, since the prior value is effectively being
stored. S is at 1 with R at 0 to set the flip-flop in response to the next clock pulse.
When C becomes 1, Y sets to 1. When C becomes 0, the slave copies the value of Y,
setting Q to 1. After S returns to 0, Y and Q remain unchanged, storing the 1 value
through the next clock period. Next, R becomes 1. After the clock-pulse transition
from 0 to 1, the master latch is reset, with Y changing to 0. The slave latch is not
affected, because its C input is 0. Since the master is an internal circuit, its change of
state is not presented at output Q. Even if the inputs S and R change during this
interval and the state of the master latch responds by changing, the output of the
flip-flop remains in its previous state. When the pulse returns to 0, the information
from the master is allowed to pass through to the slave. For the simulation exam-
ple, the value Y = 0 is copied to the slave latch, making the external output Q ! 0.
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master–slave triggering approach, since a properly constructed D flip-flop has the
same behavior for both triggering types. 

Master–Slave Flip-Flops

The master–slave SR flip-flop, consisting of two latches and an inverter, is shown
in Figure 9. The symbol with S, C, and R on it is for the SR latch with a control
input (Figure 7), referred to here as a clocked SR latch. The left clocked SR latch
in Figure 9 is called the master, the right the slave. When the clock input C is 0,
the output of the inverter is 1. The slave latch is then enabled, and its output Q is
equal to the master output Y. The master latch is disabled, because C is 0. When a
logic-1 clock pulse is applied, the values on S and R control the value stored in the
master latch Y. The slave, however, is disabled as long as the pulse remains at the 1
level, because its C input is equal to 0. Any changes in the external S and R inputs
change the master output Y, but cannot affect the slave output Q. When the pulse
returns to 0, the master is disabled and is isolated from the S and R inputs. At the
same time, the slave is enabled, and the current value of Y is transferred to the
output of the flip-flop at Q.   

A ModelSim logic simulation illustrating master–slave flip-flop SR behavior is
shown in Figure 10. Initially, all values are unknown including the clock C. When S
and R both go to 0, and the clock goes from 1 to 0, the output of the master, Y, and
of the slave, Q, both remain unknown, since the prior value is effectively being
stored. S is at 1 with R at 0 to set the flip-flop in response to the next clock pulse.
When C becomes 1, Y sets to 1. When C becomes 0, the slave copies the value of Y,
setting Q to 1. After S returns to 0, Y and Q remain unchanged, storing the 1 value
through the next clock period. Next, R becomes 1. After the clock-pulse transition
from 0 to 1, the master latch is reset, with Y changing to 0. The slave latch is not
affected, because its C input is 0. Since the master is an internal circuit, its change of
state is not presented at output Q. Even if the inputs S and R change during this
interval and the state of the master latch responds by changing, the output of the
flip-flop remains in its previous state. When the pulse returns to 0, the information
from the master is allowed to pass through to the slave. For the simulation exam-
ple, the value Y = 0 is copied to the slave latch, making the external output Q ! 0.
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master–slave triggering approach, since a properly constructed D flip-flop has the
same behavior for both triggering types. 

Master–Slave Flip-Flops

The master–slave SR flip-flop, consisting of two latches and an inverter, is shown
in Figure 9. The symbol with S, C, and R on it is for the SR latch with a control
input (Figure 7), referred to here as a clocked SR latch. The left clocked SR latch
in Figure 9 is called the master, the right the slave. When the clock input C is 0,
the output of the inverter is 1. The slave latch is then enabled, and its output Q is
equal to the master output Y. The master latch is disabled, because C is 0. When a
logic-1 clock pulse is applied, the values on S and R control the value stored in the
master latch Y. The slave, however, is disabled as long as the pulse remains at the 1
level, because its C input is equal to 0. Any changes in the external S and R inputs
change the master output Y, but cannot affect the slave output Q. When the pulse
returns to 0, the master is disabled and is isolated from the S and R inputs. At the
same time, the slave is enabled, and the current value of Y is transferred to the
output of the flip-flop at Q.   

A ModelSim logic simulation illustrating master–slave flip-flop SR behavior is
shown in Figure 10. Initially, all values are unknown including the clock C. When S
and R both go to 0, and the clock goes from 1 to 0, the output of the master, Y, and
of the slave, Q, both remain unknown, since the prior value is effectively being
stored. S is at 1 with R at 0 to set the flip-flop in response to the next clock pulse.
When C becomes 1, Y sets to 1. When C becomes 0, the slave copies the value of Y,
setting Q to 1. After S returns to 0, Y and Q remain unchanged, storing the 1 value
through the next clock period. Next, R becomes 1. After the clock-pulse transition
from 0 to 1, the master latch is reset, with Y changing to 0. The slave latch is not
affected, because its C input is 0. Since the master is an internal circuit, its change of
state is not presented at output Q. Even if the inputs S and R change during this
interval and the state of the master latch responds by changing, the output of the
flip-flop remains in its previous state. When the pulse returns to 0, the information
from the master is allowed to pass through to the slave. For the simulation exam-
ple, the value Y = 0 is copied to the slave latch, making the external output Q ! 0.
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master–slave triggering approach, since a properly constructed D flip-flop has the
same behavior for both triggering types. 

Master–Slave Flip-Flops

The master–slave SR flip-flop, consisting of two latches and an inverter, is shown
in Figure 9. The symbol with S, C, and R on it is for the SR latch with a control
input (Figure 7), referred to here as a clocked SR latch. The left clocked SR latch
in Figure 9 is called the master, the right the slave. When the clock input C is 0,
the output of the inverter is 1. The slave latch is then enabled, and its output Q is
equal to the master output Y. The master latch is disabled, because C is 0. When a
logic-1 clock pulse is applied, the values on S and R control the value stored in the
master latch Y. The slave, however, is disabled as long as the pulse remains at the 1
level, because its C input is equal to 0. Any changes in the external S and R inputs
change the master output Y, but cannot affect the slave output Q. When the pulse
returns to 0, the master is disabled and is isolated from the S and R inputs. At the
same time, the slave is enabled, and the current value of Y is transferred to the
output of the flip-flop at Q.   

A ModelSim logic simulation illustrating master–slave flip-flop SR behavior is
shown in Figure 10. Initially, all values are unknown including the clock C. When S
and R both go to 0, and the clock goes from 1 to 0, the output of the master, Y, and
of the slave, Q, both remain unknown, since the prior value is effectively being
stored. S is at 1 with R at 0 to set the flip-flop in response to the next clock pulse.
When C becomes 1, Y sets to 1. When C becomes 0, the slave copies the value of Y,
setting Q to 1. After S returns to 0, Y and Q remain unchanged, storing the 1 value
through the next clock period. Next, R becomes 1. After the clock-pulse transition
from 0 to 1, the master latch is reset, with Y changing to 0. The slave latch is not
affected, because its C input is 0. Since the master is an internal circuit, its change of
state is not presented at output Q. Even if the inputs S and R change during this
interval and the state of the master latch responds by changing, the output of the
flip-flop remains in its previous state. When the pulse returns to 0, the information
from the master is allowed to pass through to the slave. For the simulation exam-
ple, the value Y = 0 is copied to the slave latch, making the external output Q ! 0.
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master–slave triggering approach, since a properly constructed D flip-flop has the
same behavior for both triggering types. 

Master–Slave Flip-Flops

The master–slave SR flip-flop, consisting of two latches and an inverter, is shown
in Figure 9. The symbol with S, C, and R on it is for the SR latch with a control
input (Figure 7), referred to here as a clocked SR latch. The left clocked SR latch
in Figure 9 is called the master, the right the slave. When the clock input C is 0,
the output of the inverter is 1. The slave latch is then enabled, and its output Q is
equal to the master output Y. The master latch is disabled, because C is 0. When a
logic-1 clock pulse is applied, the values on S and R control the value stored in the
master latch Y. The slave, however, is disabled as long as the pulse remains at the 1
level, because its C input is equal to 0. Any changes in the external S and R inputs
change the master output Y, but cannot affect the slave output Q. When the pulse
returns to 0, the master is disabled and is isolated from the S and R inputs. At the
same time, the slave is enabled, and the current value of Y is transferred to the
output of the flip-flop at Q.   

A ModelSim logic simulation illustrating master–slave flip-flop SR behavior is
shown in Figure 10. Initially, all values are unknown including the clock C. When S
and R both go to 0, and the clock goes from 1 to 0, the output of the master, Y, and
of the slave, Q, both remain unknown, since the prior value is effectively being
stored. S is at 1 with R at 0 to set the flip-flop in response to the next clock pulse.
When C becomes 1, Y sets to 1. When C becomes 0, the slave copies the value of Y,
setting Q to 1. After S returns to 0, Y and Q remain unchanged, storing the 1 value
through the next clock period. Next, R becomes 1. After the clock-pulse transition
from 0 to 1, the master latch is reset, with Y changing to 0. The slave latch is not
affected, because its C input is 0. Since the master is an internal circuit, its change of
state is not presented at output Q. Even if the inputs S and R change during this
interval and the state of the master latch responds by changing, the output of the
flip-flop remains in its previous state. When the pulse returns to 0, the information
from the master is allowed to pass through to the slave. For the simulation exam-
ple, the value Y = 0 is copied to the slave latch, making the external output Q ! 0.
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master–slave triggering approach, since a properly constructed D flip-flop has the
same behavior for both triggering types. 

Master–Slave Flip-Flops

The master–slave SR flip-flop, consisting of two latches and an inverter, is shown
in Figure 9. The symbol with S, C, and R on it is for the SR latch with a control
input (Figure 7), referred to here as a clocked SR latch. The left clocked SR latch
in Figure 9 is called the master, the right the slave. When the clock input C is 0,
the output of the inverter is 1. The slave latch is then enabled, and its output Q is
equal to the master output Y. The master latch is disabled, because C is 0. When a
logic-1 clock pulse is applied, the values on S and R control the value stored in the
master latch Y. The slave, however, is disabled as long as the pulse remains at the 1
level, because its C input is equal to 0. Any changes in the external S and R inputs
change the master output Y, but cannot affect the slave output Q. When the pulse
returns to 0, the master is disabled and is isolated from the S and R inputs. At the
same time, the slave is enabled, and the current value of Y is transferred to the
output of the flip-flop at Q.   

A ModelSim logic simulation illustrating master–slave flip-flop SR behavior is
shown in Figure 10. Initially, all values are unknown including the clock C. When S
and R both go to 0, and the clock goes from 1 to 0, the output of the master, Y, and
of the slave, Q, both remain unknown, since the prior value is effectively being
stored. S is at 1 with R at 0 to set the flip-flop in response to the next clock pulse.
When C becomes 1, Y sets to 1. When C becomes 0, the slave copies the value of Y,
setting Q to 1. After S returns to 0, Y and Q remain unchanged, storing the 1 value
through the next clock period. Next, R becomes 1. After the clock-pulse transition
from 0 to 1, the master latch is reset, with Y changing to 0. The slave latch is not
affected, because its C input is 0. Since the master is an internal circuit, its change of
state is not presented at output Q. Even if the inputs S and R change during this
interval and the state of the master latch responds by changing, the output of the
flip-flop remains in its previous state. When the pulse returns to 0, the information
from the master is allowed to pass through to the slave. For the simulation exam-
ple, the value Y = 0 is copied to the slave latch, making the external output Q ! 0.
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master–slave triggering approach, since a properly constructed D flip-flop has the
same behavior for both triggering types. 

Master–Slave Flip-Flops

The master–slave SR flip-flop, consisting of two latches and an inverter, is shown
in Figure 9. The symbol with S, C, and R on it is for the SR latch with a control
input (Figure 7), referred to here as a clocked SR latch. The left clocked SR latch
in Figure 9 is called the master, the right the slave. When the clock input C is 0,
the output of the inverter is 1. The slave latch is then enabled, and its output Q is
equal to the master output Y. The master latch is disabled, because C is 0. When a
logic-1 clock pulse is applied, the values on S and R control the value stored in the
master latch Y. The slave, however, is disabled as long as the pulse remains at the 1
level, because its C input is equal to 0. Any changes in the external S and R inputs
change the master output Y, but cannot affect the slave output Q. When the pulse
returns to 0, the master is disabled and is isolated from the S and R inputs. At the
same time, the slave is enabled, and the current value of Y is transferred to the
output of the flip-flop at Q.   

A ModelSim logic simulation illustrating master–slave flip-flop SR behavior is
shown in Figure 10. Initially, all values are unknown including the clock C. When S
and R both go to 0, and the clock goes from 1 to 0, the output of the master, Y, and
of the slave, Q, both remain unknown, since the prior value is effectively being
stored. S is at 1 with R at 0 to set the flip-flop in response to the next clock pulse.
When C becomes 1, Y sets to 1. When C becomes 0, the slave copies the value of Y,
setting Q to 1. After S returns to 0, Y and Q remain unchanged, storing the 1 value
through the next clock period. Next, R becomes 1. After the clock-pulse transition
from 0 to 1, the master latch is reset, with Y changing to 0. The slave latch is not
affected, because its C input is 0. Since the master is an internal circuit, its change of
state is not presented at output Q. Even if the inputs S and R change during this
interval and the state of the master latch responds by changing, the output of the
flip-flop remains in its previous state. When the pulse returns to 0, the information
from the master is allowed to pass through to the slave. For the simulation exam-
ple, the value Y = 0 is copied to the slave latch, making the external output Q ! 0.
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latch with clock pulses on its control input is triggered every time a pulse to the 
 logic-  l level occurs. As long as the pulse remains at the active (1) level, any changes 
in the data input will change the state of the latch. In this sense, the latch is transpar-
ent, since its input value can be seen from the outputs while the control input is 1.

As the block diagram of Figure 4-3 shows, a sequential circuit has a feedback 
path from the outputs of the  flip-  flops to the combination circuit. As a consequence, 
the data inputs of the  flip-  flops are derived in part from the outputs of the same and 
other  flip-  flops. When latches are used for the storage elements, a serious difficulty 
arises. The state transitions of the latches start as soon as the clock pulse changes to the 
 logic-  1 level. The new state of a latch may appear at its output while the pulse is still 
active. This output is connected to the inputs of some of the latches through a combi-
national circuit. If the inputs applied to the latches change while the clock pulse is still 
in the  logic-  1 level, the latches will respond to new state values of other latches instead 
of the original state values, and a succession of changes of state instead of a single one 
may occur. The result is an unpredictable situation, since the state may keep changing 
and continue to change until the clock returns to 0. The final state depends on how 
long the clock pulse stays at the  logic-  1 level. Because of this unreliable operation, the 
output of a latch cannot be applied directly or through combinational logic to the input 
of the same or another latch when all the latches are triggered by a single clock signal.

 Flip-  flop circuits are constructed in such a way as to make them operate prop-
erly when they are part of a sequential circuit that employs a single clock. Note that 
the problem with the latch is that it is transparent: As soon as an input changes, 
shortly thereafter the corresponding output changes to match it. This transparency is 
what allows a change on a latch output to produce additional changes at other latch 
outputs while the clock pulse is at logic 1. The key to the proper operation of  flip-  flops 
is to prevent them from being transparent. In a  flip-  flop, before an output can change, 
the path from its inputs to its outputs is broken. So a  flip-  flop cannot “see” the change 
of its output or of the outputs of other, similar  flip-  flops at its input during the same 
clock pulse. Thus, the new state of a  flip-  flop depends only on the immediately pre-
ceding state, and the  flip-  flops do not go through multiple changes of state.

A common way to create a  flip-  flop is to connect two latches as shown in 
Figure 4-9, which is often referred to as a  master–   slave  flip-  flop. The left latch, the 
master, changes its value based upon the input while the clock is high. That value is 
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latch with clock pulses on its control input is triggered every time a pulse to the 
 logic-  l level occurs. As long as the pulse remains at the active (1) level, any changes 
in the data input will change the state of the latch. In this sense, the latch is transpar-
ent, since its input value can be seen from the outputs while the control input is 1.

As the block diagram of Figure 4-3 shows, a sequential circuit has a feedback 
path from the outputs of the  flip-  flops to the combination circuit. As a consequence, 
the data inputs of the  flip-  flops are derived in part from the outputs of the same and 
other  flip-  flops. When latches are used for the storage elements, a serious difficulty 
arises. The state transitions of the latches start as soon as the clock pulse changes to the 
 logic-  1 level. The new state of a latch may appear at its output while the pulse is still 
active. This output is connected to the inputs of some of the latches through a combi-
national circuit. If the inputs applied to the latches change while the clock pulse is still 
in the  logic-  1 level, the latches will respond to new state values of other latches instead 
of the original state values, and a succession of changes of state instead of a single one 
may occur. The result is an unpredictable situation, since the state may keep changing 
and continue to change until the clock returns to 0. The final state depends on how 
long the clock pulse stays at the  logic-  1 level. Because of this unreliable operation, the 
output of a latch cannot be applied directly or through combinational logic to the input 
of the same or another latch when all the latches are triggered by a single clock signal.

 Flip-  flop circuits are constructed in such a way as to make them operate prop-
erly when they are part of a sequential circuit that employs a single clock. Note that 
the problem with the latch is that it is transparent: As soon as an input changes, 
shortly thereafter the corresponding output changes to match it. This transparency is 
what allows a change on a latch output to produce additional changes at other latch 
outputs while the clock pulse is at logic 1. The key to the proper operation of  flip-  flops 
is to prevent them from being transparent. In a  flip-  flop, before an output can change, 
the path from its inputs to its outputs is broken. So a  flip-  flop cannot “see” the change 
of its output or of the outputs of other, similar  flip-  flops at its input during the same 
clock pulse. Thus, the new state of a  flip-  flop depends only on the immediately pre-
ceding state, and the  flip-  flops do not go through multiple changes of state.

A common way to create a  flip-  flop is to connect two latches as shown in 
Figure 4-9, which is often referred to as a  master–   slave  flip-  flop. The left latch, the 
master, changes its value based upon the input while the clock is high. That value is 
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latch with clock pulses on its control input is triggered every time a pulse to the 
 logic-  l level occurs. As long as the pulse remains at the active (1) level, any changes 
in the data input will change the state of the latch. In this sense, the latch is transpar-
ent, since its input value can be seen from the outputs while the control input is 1.

As the block diagram of Figure 4-3 shows, a sequential circuit has a feedback 
path from the outputs of the  flip-  flops to the combination circuit. As a consequence, 
the data inputs of the  flip-  flops are derived in part from the outputs of the same and 
other  flip-  flops. When latches are used for the storage elements, a serious difficulty 
arises. The state transitions of the latches start as soon as the clock pulse changes to the 
 logic-  1 level. The new state of a latch may appear at its output while the pulse is still 
active. This output is connected to the inputs of some of the latches through a combi-
national circuit. If the inputs applied to the latches change while the clock pulse is still 
in the  logic-  1 level, the latches will respond to new state values of other latches instead 
of the original state values, and a succession of changes of state instead of a single one 
may occur. The result is an unpredictable situation, since the state may keep changing 
and continue to change until the clock returns to 0. The final state depends on how 
long the clock pulse stays at the  logic-  1 level. Because of this unreliable operation, the 
output of a latch cannot be applied directly or through combinational logic to the input 
of the same or another latch when all the latches are triggered by a single clock signal.

 Flip-  flop circuits are constructed in such a way as to make them operate prop-
erly when they are part of a sequential circuit that employs a single clock. Note that 
the problem with the latch is that it is transparent: As soon as an input changes, 
shortly thereafter the corresponding output changes to match it. This transparency is 
what allows a change on a latch output to produce additional changes at other latch 
outputs while the clock pulse is at logic 1. The key to the proper operation of  flip-  flops 
is to prevent them from being transparent. In a  flip-  flop, before an output can change, 
the path from its inputs to its outputs is broken. So a  flip-  flop cannot “see” the change 
of its output or of the outputs of other, similar  flip-  flops at its input during the same 
clock pulse. Thus, the new state of a  flip-  flop depends only on the immediately pre-
ceding state, and the  flip-  flops do not go through multiple changes of state.

A common way to create a  flip-  flop is to connect two latches as shown in 
Figure 4-9, which is often referred to as a  master–   slave  flip-  flop. The left latch, the 
master, changes its value based upon the input while the clock is high. That value is 
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latch with clock pulses on its control input is triggered every time a pulse to the 
 logic-  l level occurs. As long as the pulse remains at the active (1) level, any changes 
in the data input will change the state of the latch. In this sense, the latch is transpar-
ent, since its input value can be seen from the outputs while the control input is 1.

As the block diagram of Figure 4-3 shows, a sequential circuit has a feedback 
path from the outputs of the  flip-  flops to the combination circuit. As a consequence, 
the data inputs of the  flip-  flops are derived in part from the outputs of the same and 
other  flip-  flops. When latches are used for the storage elements, a serious difficulty 
arises. The state transitions of the latches start as soon as the clock pulse changes to the 
 logic-  1 level. The new state of a latch may appear at its output while the pulse is still 
active. This output is connected to the inputs of some of the latches through a combi-
national circuit. If the inputs applied to the latches change while the clock pulse is still 
in the  logic-  1 level, the latches will respond to new state values of other latches instead 
of the original state values, and a succession of changes of state instead of a single one 
may occur. The result is an unpredictable situation, since the state may keep changing 
and continue to change until the clock returns to 0. The final state depends on how 
long the clock pulse stays at the  logic-  1 level. Because of this unreliable operation, the 
output of a latch cannot be applied directly or through combinational logic to the input 
of the same or another latch when all the latches are triggered by a single clock signal.

 Flip-  flop circuits are constructed in such a way as to make them operate prop-
erly when they are part of a sequential circuit that employs a single clock. Note that 
the problem with the latch is that it is transparent: As soon as an input changes, 
shortly thereafter the corresponding output changes to match it. This transparency is 
what allows a change on a latch output to produce additional changes at other latch 
outputs while the clock pulse is at logic 1. The key to the proper operation of  flip-  flops 
is to prevent them from being transparent. In a  flip-  flop, before an output can change, 
the path from its inputs to its outputs is broken. So a  flip-  flop cannot “see” the change 
of its output or of the outputs of other, similar  flip-  flops at its input during the same 
clock pulse. Thus, the new state of a  flip-  flop depends only on the immediately pre-
ceding state, and the  flip-  flops do not go through multiple changes of state.

A common way to create a  flip-  flop is to connect two latches as shown in 
Figure 4-9, which is often referred to as a  master–   slave  flip-  flop. The left latch, the 
master, changes its value based upon the input while the clock is high. That value is 
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latch with clock pulses on its control input is triggered every time a pulse to the 
 logic-  l level occurs. As long as the pulse remains at the active (1) level, any changes 
in the data input will change the state of the latch. In this sense, the latch is transpar-
ent, since its input value can be seen from the outputs while the control input is 1.

As the block diagram of Figure 4-3 shows, a sequential circuit has a feedback 
path from the outputs of the  flip-  flops to the combination circuit. As a consequence, 
the data inputs of the  flip-  flops are derived in part from the outputs of the same and 
other  flip-  flops. When latches are used for the storage elements, a serious difficulty 
arises. The state transitions of the latches start as soon as the clock pulse changes to the 
 logic-  1 level. The new state of a latch may appear at its output while the pulse is still 
active. This output is connected to the inputs of some of the latches through a combi-
national circuit. If the inputs applied to the latches change while the clock pulse is still 
in the  logic-  1 level, the latches will respond to new state values of other latches instead 
of the original state values, and a succession of changes of state instead of a single one 
may occur. The result is an unpredictable situation, since the state may keep changing 
and continue to change until the clock returns to 0. The final state depends on how 
long the clock pulse stays at the  logic-  1 level. Because of this unreliable operation, the 
output of a latch cannot be applied directly or through combinational logic to the input 
of the same or another latch when all the latches are triggered by a single clock signal.

 Flip-  flop circuits are constructed in such a way as to make them operate prop-
erly when they are part of a sequential circuit that employs a single clock. Note that 
the problem with the latch is that it is transparent: As soon as an input changes, 
shortly thereafter the corresponding output changes to match it. This transparency is 
what allows a change on a latch output to produce additional changes at other latch 
outputs while the clock pulse is at logic 1. The key to the proper operation of  flip-  flops 
is to prevent them from being transparent. In a  flip-  flop, before an output can change, 
the path from its inputs to its outputs is broken. So a  flip-  flop cannot “see” the change 
of its output or of the outputs of other, similar  flip-  flops at its input during the same 
clock pulse. Thus, the new state of a  flip-  flop depends only on the immediately pre-
ceding state, and the  flip-  flops do not go through multiple changes of state.

A common way to create a  flip-  flop is to connect two latches as shown in 
Figure 4-9, which is often referred to as a  master–   slave  flip-  flop. The left latch, the 
master, changes its value based upon the input while the clock is high. That value is 
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latch with clock pulses on its control input is triggered every time a pulse to the 
 logic-  l level occurs. As long as the pulse remains at the active (1) level, any changes 
in the data input will change the state of the latch. In this sense, the latch is transpar-
ent, since its input value can be seen from the outputs while the control input is 1.

As the block diagram of Figure 4-3 shows, a sequential circuit has a feedback 
path from the outputs of the  flip-  flops to the combination circuit. As a consequence, 
the data inputs of the  flip-  flops are derived in part from the outputs of the same and 
other  flip-  flops. When latches are used for the storage elements, a serious difficulty 
arises. The state transitions of the latches start as soon as the clock pulse changes to the 
 logic-  1 level. The new state of a latch may appear at its output while the pulse is still 
active. This output is connected to the inputs of some of the latches through a combi-
national circuit. If the inputs applied to the latches change while the clock pulse is still 
in the  logic-  1 level, the latches will respond to new state values of other latches instead 
of the original state values, and a succession of changes of state instead of a single one 
may occur. The result is an unpredictable situation, since the state may keep changing 
and continue to change until the clock returns to 0. The final state depends on how 
long the clock pulse stays at the  logic-  1 level. Because of this unreliable operation, the 
output of a latch cannot be applied directly or through combinational logic to the input 
of the same or another latch when all the latches are triggered by a single clock signal.

 Flip-  flop circuits are constructed in such a way as to make them operate prop-
erly when they are part of a sequential circuit that employs a single clock. Note that 
the problem with the latch is that it is transparent: As soon as an input changes, 
shortly thereafter the corresponding output changes to match it. This transparency is 
what allows a change on a latch output to produce additional changes at other latch 
outputs while the clock pulse is at logic 1. The key to the proper operation of  flip-  flops 
is to prevent them from being transparent. In a  flip-  flop, before an output can change, 
the path from its inputs to its outputs is broken. So a  flip-  flop cannot “see” the change 
of its output or of the outputs of other, similar  flip-  flops at its input during the same 
clock pulse. Thus, the new state of a  flip-  flop depends only on the immediately pre-
ceding state, and the  flip-  flops do not go through multiple changes of state.

A common way to create a  flip-  flop is to connect two latches as shown in 
Figure 4-9, which is often referred to as a  master–   slave  flip-  flop. The left latch, the 
master, changes its value based upon the input while the clock is high. That value is 
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latch with clock pulses on its control input is triggered every time a pulse to the 
 logic-  l level occurs. As long as the pulse remains at the active (1) level, any changes 
in the data input will change the state of the latch. In this sense, the latch is transpar-
ent, since its input value can be seen from the outputs while the control input is 1.

As the block diagram of Figure 4-3 shows, a sequential circuit has a feedback 
path from the outputs of the  flip-  flops to the combination circuit. As a consequence, 
the data inputs of the  flip-  flops are derived in part from the outputs of the same and 
other  flip-  flops. When latches are used for the storage elements, a serious difficulty 
arises. The state transitions of the latches start as soon as the clock pulse changes to the 
 logic-  1 level. The new state of a latch may appear at its output while the pulse is still 
active. This output is connected to the inputs of some of the latches through a combi-
national circuit. If the inputs applied to the latches change while the clock pulse is still 
in the  logic-  1 level, the latches will respond to new state values of other latches instead 
of the original state values, and a succession of changes of state instead of a single one 
may occur. The result is an unpredictable situation, since the state may keep changing 
and continue to change until the clock returns to 0. The final state depends on how 
long the clock pulse stays at the  logic-  1 level. Because of this unreliable operation, the 
output of a latch cannot be applied directly or through combinational logic to the input 
of the same or another latch when all the latches are triggered by a single clock signal.

 Flip-  flop circuits are constructed in such a way as to make them operate prop-
erly when they are part of a sequential circuit that employs a single clock. Note that 
the problem with the latch is that it is transparent: As soon as an input changes, 
shortly thereafter the corresponding output changes to match it. This transparency is 
what allows a change on a latch output to produce additional changes at other latch 
outputs while the clock pulse is at logic 1. The key to the proper operation of  flip-  flops 
is to prevent them from being transparent. In a  flip-  flop, before an output can change, 
the path from its inputs to its outputs is broken. So a  flip-  flop cannot “see” the change 
of its output or of the outputs of other, similar  flip-  flops at its input during the same 
clock pulse. Thus, the new state of a  flip-  flop depends only on the immediately pre-
ceding state, and the  flip-  flops do not go through multiple changes of state.

A common way to create a  flip-  flop is to connect two latches as shown in 
Figure 4-9, which is often referred to as a  master–   slave  flip-  flop. The left latch, the 
master, changes its value based upon the input while the clock is high. That value is 
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latch with clock pulses on its control input is triggered every time a pulse to the 
 logic-  l level occurs. As long as the pulse remains at the active (1) level, any changes 
in the data input will change the state of the latch. In this sense, the latch is transpar-
ent, since its input value can be seen from the outputs while the control input is 1.

As the block diagram of Figure 4-3 shows, a sequential circuit has a feedback 
path from the outputs of the  flip-  flops to the combination circuit. As a consequence, 
the data inputs of the  flip-  flops are derived in part from the outputs of the same and 
other  flip-  flops. When latches are used for the storage elements, a serious difficulty 
arises. The state transitions of the latches start as soon as the clock pulse changes to the 
 logic-  1 level. The new state of a latch may appear at its output while the pulse is still 
active. This output is connected to the inputs of some of the latches through a combi-
national circuit. If the inputs applied to the latches change while the clock pulse is still 
in the  logic-  1 level, the latches will respond to new state values of other latches instead 
of the original state values, and a succession of changes of state instead of a single one 
may occur. The result is an unpredictable situation, since the state may keep changing 
and continue to change until the clock returns to 0. The final state depends on how 
long the clock pulse stays at the  logic-  1 level. Because of this unreliable operation, the 
output of a latch cannot be applied directly or through combinational logic to the input 
of the same or another latch when all the latches are triggered by a single clock signal.

 Flip-  flop circuits are constructed in such a way as to make them operate prop-
erly when they are part of a sequential circuit that employs a single clock. Note that 
the problem with the latch is that it is transparent: As soon as an input changes, 
shortly thereafter the corresponding output changes to match it. This transparency is 
what allows a change on a latch output to produce additional changes at other latch 
outputs while the clock pulse is at logic 1. The key to the proper operation of  flip-  flops 
is to prevent them from being transparent. In a  flip-  flop, before an output can change, 
the path from its inputs to its outputs is broken. So a  flip-  flop cannot “see” the change 
of its output or of the outputs of other, similar  flip-  flops at its input during the same 
clock pulse. Thus, the new state of a  flip-  flop depends only on the immediately pre-
ceding state, and the  flip-  flops do not go through multiple changes of state.

A common way to create a  flip-  flop is to connect two latches as shown in 
Figure 4-9, which is often referred to as a  master–   slave  flip-  flop. The left latch, the 
master, changes its value based upon the input while the clock is high. That value is 
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latch with clock pulses on its control input is triggered every time a pulse to the 
 logic-  l level occurs. As long as the pulse remains at the active (1) level, any changes 
in the data input will change the state of the latch. In this sense, the latch is transpar-
ent, since its input value can be seen from the outputs while the control input is 1.

As the block diagram of Figure 4-3 shows, a sequential circuit has a feedback 
path from the outputs of the  flip-  flops to the combination circuit. As a consequence, 
the data inputs of the  flip-  flops are derived in part from the outputs of the same and 
other  flip-  flops. When latches are used for the storage elements, a serious difficulty 
arises. The state transitions of the latches start as soon as the clock pulse changes to the 
 logic-  1 level. The new state of a latch may appear at its output while the pulse is still 
active. This output is connected to the inputs of some of the latches through a combi-
national circuit. If the inputs applied to the latches change while the clock pulse is still 
in the  logic-  1 level, the latches will respond to new state values of other latches instead 
of the original state values, and a succession of changes of state instead of a single one 
may occur. The result is an unpredictable situation, since the state may keep changing 
and continue to change until the clock returns to 0. The final state depends on how 
long the clock pulse stays at the  logic-  1 level. Because of this unreliable operation, the 
output of a latch cannot be applied directly or through combinational logic to the input 
of the same or another latch when all the latches are triggered by a single clock signal.

 Flip-  flop circuits are constructed in such a way as to make them operate prop-
erly when they are part of a sequential circuit that employs a single clock. Note that 
the problem with the latch is that it is transparent: As soon as an input changes, 
shortly thereafter the corresponding output changes to match it. This transparency is 
what allows a change on a latch output to produce additional changes at other latch 
outputs while the clock pulse is at logic 1. The key to the proper operation of  flip-  flops 
is to prevent them from being transparent. In a  flip-  flop, before an output can change, 
the path from its inputs to its outputs is broken. So a  flip-  flop cannot “see” the change 
of its output or of the outputs of other, similar  flip-  flops at its input during the same 
clock pulse. Thus, the new state of a  flip-  flop depends only on the immediately pre-
ceding state, and the  flip-  flops do not go through multiple changes of state.

A common way to create a  flip-  flop is to connect two latches as shown in 
Figure 4-9, which is often referred to as a  master–   slave  flip-  flop. The left latch, the 
master, changes its value based upon the input while the clock is high. That value is 
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When the positive edge occurs, the clock input changes to 1. This disables the master 
latch so that its value is fixed and enables the slave latch so that it copies the state of 
the master latch. The state of the master latch to be copied is the state that is present 
at the positive edge of the clock. Thus, the behavior appears to be edge triggered. 
With the clock input equal to 1, the master latch is disabled and cannot change, so 
the state of both the master and the slave remain unchanged. Finally, when the clock 
input changes from 1 to 0, the master is enabled and begins following the D value. 
But during the 1- to-  0 transition, the slave is disabled before any change in the master 
can reach it. Thus, the value stored in the slave remains unchanged during this 
 transition. An alternative implementation that requires fewer gates is given in 
 Problem 4-3 at the end of the chapter.

Standard Graphics Symbols

The standard graphics symbols for the different types of latches and  flip-  flops are 
shown in Figure 4-11. A  flip-  flop or latch is designated by a rectangular block with 
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When the positive edge occurs, the clock input changes to 1. This disables the master 
latch so that its value is fixed and enables the slave latch so that it copies the state of 
the master latch. The state of the master latch to be copied is the state that is present 
at the positive edge of the clock. Thus, the behavior appears to be edge triggered. 
With the clock input equal to 1, the master latch is disabled and cannot change, so 
the state of both the master and the slave remain unchanged. Finally, when the clock 
input changes from 1 to 0, the master is enabled and begins following the D value. 
But during the 1- to-  0 transition, the slave is disabled before any change in the master 
can reach it. Thus, the value stored in the slave remains unchanged during this 
 transition. An alternative implementation that requires fewer gates is given in 
 Problem 4-3 at the end of the chapter.
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When the positive edge occurs, the clock input changes to 1. This disables the master 
latch so that its value is fixed and enables the slave latch so that it copies the state of 
the master latch. The state of the master latch to be copied is the state that is present 
at the positive edge of the clock. Thus, the behavior appears to be edge triggered. 
With the clock input equal to 1, the master latch is disabled and cannot change, so 
the state of both the master and the slave remain unchanged. Finally, when the clock 
input changes from 1 to 0, the master is enabled and begins following the D value. 
But during the 1- to-  0 transition, the slave is disabled before any change in the master 
can reach it. Thus, the value stored in the slave remains unchanged during this 
 transition. An alternative implementation that requires fewer gates is given in 
 Problem 4-3 at the end of the chapter.
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When the positive edge occurs, the clock input changes to 1. This disables the master 
latch so that its value is fixed and enables the slave latch so that it copies the state of 
the master latch. The state of the master latch to be copied is the state that is present 
at the positive edge of the clock. Thus, the behavior appears to be edge triggered. 
With the clock input equal to 1, the master latch is disabled and cannot change, so 
the state of both the master and the slave remain unchanged. Finally, when the clock 
input changes from 1 to 0, the master is enabled and begins following the D value. 
But during the 1- to-  0 transition, the slave is disabled before any change in the master 
can reach it. Thus, the value stored in the slave remains unchanged during this 
 transition. An alternative implementation that requires fewer gates is given in 
 Problem 4-3 at the end of the chapter.

Standard Graphics Symbols

The standard graphics symbols for the different types of latches and  flip-  flops are 
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When the positive edge occurs, the clock input changes to 1. This disables the master 
latch so that its value is fixed and enables the slave latch so that it copies the state of 
the master latch. The state of the master latch to be copied is the state that is present 
at the positive edge of the clock. Thus, the behavior appears to be edge triggered. 
With the clock input equal to 1, the master latch is disabled and cannot change, so 
the state of both the master and the slave remain unchanged. Finally, when the clock 
input changes from 1 to 0, the master is enabled and begins following the D value. 
But during the 1- to-  0 transition, the slave is disabled before any change in the master 
can reach it. Thus, the value stored in the slave remains unchanged during this 
 transition. An alternative implementation that requires fewer gates is given in 
 Problem 4-3 at the end of the chapter.
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When the positive edge occurs, the clock input changes to 1. This disables the master 
latch so that its value is fixed and enables the slave latch so that it copies the state of 
the master latch. The state of the master latch to be copied is the state that is present 
at the positive edge of the clock. Thus, the behavior appears to be edge triggered. 
With the clock input equal to 1, the master latch is disabled and cannot change, so 
the state of both the master and the slave remain unchanged. Finally, when the clock 
input changes from 1 to 0, the master is enabled and begins following the D value. 
But during the 1- to-  0 transition, the slave is disabled before any change in the master 
can reach it. Thus, the value stored in the slave remains unchanged during this 
 transition. An alternative implementation that requires fewer gates is given in 
 Problem 4-3 at the end of the chapter.
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When the positive edge occurs, the clock input changes to 1. This disables the master 
latch so that its value is fixed and enables the slave latch so that it copies the state of 
the master latch. The state of the master latch to be copied is the state that is present 
at the positive edge of the clock. Thus, the behavior appears to be edge triggered. 
With the clock input equal to 1, the master latch is disabled and cannot change, so 
the state of both the master and the slave remain unchanged. Finally, when the clock 
input changes from 1 to 0, the master is enabled and begins following the D value. 
But during the 1- to-  0 transition, the slave is disabled before any change in the master 
can reach it. Thus, the value stored in the slave remains unchanged during this 
 transition. An alternative implementation that requires fewer gates is given in 
 Problem 4-3 at the end of the chapter.
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When the positive edge occurs, the clock input changes to 1. This disables the master 
latch so that its value is fixed and enables the slave latch so that it copies the state of 
the master latch. The state of the master latch to be copied is the state that is present 
at the positive edge of the clock. Thus, the behavior appears to be edge triggered. 
With the clock input equal to 1, the master latch is disabled and cannot change, so 
the state of both the master and the slave remain unchanged. Finally, when the clock 
input changes from 1 to 0, the master is enabled and begins following the D value. 
But during the 1- to-  0 transition, the slave is disabled before any change in the master 
can reach it. Thus, the value stored in the slave remains unchanged during this 
 transition. An alternative implementation that requires fewer gates is given in 
 Problem 4-3 at the end of the chapter.
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When the positive edge occurs, the clock input changes to 1. This disables the master 
latch so that its value is fixed and enables the slave latch so that it copies the state of 
the master latch. The state of the master latch to be copied is the state that is present 
at the positive edge of the clock. Thus, the behavior appears to be edge triggered. 
With the clock input equal to 1, the master latch is disabled and cannot change, so 
the state of both the master and the slave remain unchanged. Finally, when the clock 
input changes from 1 to 0, the master is enabled and begins following the D value. 
But during the 1- to-  0 transition, the slave is disabled before any change in the master 
can reach it. Thus, the value stored in the slave remains unchanged during this 
 transition. An alternative implementation that requires fewer gates is given in 
 Problem 4-3 at the end of the chapter.
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